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EQUILIBRIUM RECONSTRUCTION
RELATIONS

Grad-Shafranov Equation:  ∆∗Ψ = -µ0RJφ(R,Ψ,αn)

Toroidal Current - Pressure Relationship:

Jφ = RP’(Ψ,αn) + [µ0FF’(Ψ,βn)]/[4π2R]
0 in LDX

Pressure Model:

P’(Ψ,αn) = f(Ψ,αn) = ΣαnΧn(Ψ)
n = 1

np



EQUILIBRIUM RECONSTRUCTION
ITERATION MECHANISM

Iterative Grad-Shafranov Equation is used along with
the pressure model:

∆∗Ψk+1 = -µ0RJφ
k(R,Ψk,αn

k)

Jφ
k = RP’(Ψk,αn

k)

P’(Ψk,αn
k) = Σαn

k
 Χn(Ψk)

np

n = 1

In addition, the αn
k’s are found in such way as to

minimize the merit function χ:

αn
k+1 = [L=]nj

k(Mj - Cj
k) + αn

k

u  L.L. Lao, et al., Nucl. Fusion 30,

      1035 (1990).



THE MERIT FUNCTION AND ITS
ROLE IN THE ITERATION SCHEME

The merit function χ2 is defined as following:

χ2 = Σ
(Mj - Cj

k)2

σj
2j = 1

nm

Mj =  measurement value at the jth detector

where

Cj
k = calculated value from Ψk or Jk at the jth detector

         position

σj  =  measurement error

Since Cj
k = Cj

k(Ψk,αn
k) we can choose αn

k 
in each iteration so as to minimize χ2



HOW TO CHOOSE THE αn
k’s TO

MINIMIZE χ2

χ2 = Σ
(Mj - Cj

k)2

σj
2j = 1

nm

= ||bk-1 - Sk-1∆ k-1||2     where 

bj
k-1 = (Mj - Cj

k-1)/σj

∆αn
k-1 = αn

k - αn
k-1 

Sjn
k-1 = (∂Cj

k-1/∂αn
k-1)/σj

Hence, χ2 can be minimized in a least square sense by
setting

∆ k = S(=)kbk

k+1 - k = L(=)k(M - Ck), where L(=)k = S(=)k/σj 

∴ αn
k+1 = [L=]nj

k(Mj - Cj
k) + αn

k

[(  )(=) ≡ pseudo-inverse]



PROSPECTIVE PRESSURE MODELS

One of the simplest and most commonly used pressure
models is the polynomial:

Χn(Ψ) = Ψn       where Ψ ≡

P’(Ψ,αn) = ΣαnΨn
n = 1

np

In LDX, the adiabatic compressibility condition allows
for a potentially better model of the following form:

Ψ  -  ΨFCFS

ΨLCFS - ΨFCFS 
(Normalized Flux)

P(Ψ,Ψp,Pedge,g) = {Pedge[V(Ψ)/Vedge]-g

Pedge[V(Ψ)/Vedge]-g sin2[(π/2)(Ψ/Ψp)2]

for Ψ > Ψp

for Ψ < Ψp
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^ ^ ^

^ ^
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MAGNETIC DIAGNOSTICS
OVERVIEW FOR THE LDX

ä 18 poloidal B-coils to measure orthogonal
fields at 9 different locations

ä  9 poloidal flux-loops

ä A set of Hall probes to supplement the coil
measurements and to use in cross-checking
purposes

ä A set of  Mirnov coils to measure fast
plasma fluctuations    



MAGNETIC DIAGNOSTICS IN LDX

The Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX) will investigate the stability and equilibrium of a 
high-beta plasma confined in a dipolar magnetic field.  One of the principal goals of the 
experiment is to understand the effect of the plasma pressure profile on its global stability.  
We describe our plan to characterize the pressure profile by iteratively fitting solutions of 
the Grad-Shafranov equation to the magnetic inputs obtained from various magnetic sensors.
Equilibrium fields will be measured using coils and loops placed outside the vacuum vessel. 
A poloidal array of pairs of orthogonally oriented Bp-coils will be placed at nine positions, 
and nine poloidal flux loops will be placed at optimal locations.  Hall probes will also be 
placed outside of the vessel to supplement the coil measurements.  A toroidal array of 
Mirnov coils will be installed inside the vessel to measure fast (MHz) plasma oscillations 
caused by instability and to deduce their mode numbers.  A detailed design of the proposed
diagnostics and the current progress on their construction will be presented.  The design and 
specifications of the Helmholtz coil pair to be used for calibration in addition to plasma 
shaping will also be given.  A general overview of the reconstruction algorithm will be 
shown.



WHAT MAGNETIC DIAGNOSTICS
WILL ACCOMPLISH

ä Deduce the current and pressure profiles via the
reconstruction scheme

ä Obtain information regarding plasma shape and
position

ä Extract plasma beta profile

ä In conjunction with density diagnostics, construct
the temperature profile to cross-check with that
obtained from x-ray diagnostics

ä Get the total stored (kinetic + magnetic) energy
density



TYPICAL FIELD CONFIGURATIONS

Vacuum Field Low Beta
Plasma Field

Difference 
Field

Assumed Conditions:  •  Pedge = 1Pa
•  Rpeak = 0.71m
•  g = 5/3

  



TYPICAL FIELD AND FLUX
VALUES TO BE MEASURED

An equilibrium code* was run with reasonable fixed 
parameters to obtain sample field and flux values at the
proposed locations of the diagnostics:

1 2 3

4

5
6

789

Btan (G) Bnorm  (G)  (mWb)

POSITION #
1 66 8.4 170
2 17 80 170
3 9.9 84 180
4 14 38 170
5 25 35 170
6 32 28 160
7 89 120 110
8 150 120 82
9 190 130 57

* Modified ToKamaK code (Mike Mauel)



CONSTRAINTS REGARDING THE
MEASUREMENT

Measurement requirements:  
l Output voltage ~ few volts
l Integrator time constant τ > 1 ms

Because of constraints imposed on the data acquisition system and 
data processing electronics, there are some important requirements 
that have to be met by the electronics and the signal itself.  
Specifically, the data acquisition system can only work with signals 
on the order of a few volts, so the output signals must be of that order.  
Also, the integrators needed to process the signals from the B-coils 
and flux loops suffer from an inherent drift which gets worse with 
decreasing time constant.  Hence, there is a minimum integrator time
constant under which the signals become too distorted.  Hence, we
have the following:  



REQUIRED PARAMETERS FOR THE
DIAGNOSTICS

Given the expected magnitude of flux and field
changes, along with the measurement constraints
previously mentioned, basic requirements for the 
diagnostics can be deduced:

Governing equations for the output voltage:

B-coil Vout =
NA

τ
dB

Flux loop Vout =
N

τ
dΨ

NA = 
τVout

dB

N  =  
τVout

dΨ

With Vout ~ 1V, τ ~ 1ms, dB ~ 1mT, and dΨ ~ 10mWb,
we get NA|B-coil ~ 1m2 and N|Flux loop ~ 0.1



TYPICAL FIELD AND FLUX
CHANGES TO BE MEASURED

These were also obtained from the equilibrium code:

1 2 3

4

5
6

789

dBtan (G) dBnorm  (G) d  (mWb)

POSITION #
1 7.9  (12%) 16.8  (200%) 5.4  (3.2%)
2 8.9  (52%) 13.6  (17%) 8.7  (5.1%)
3 10.3  (104%) 8.0  (9.6%) 11.6 (6.4%)
4 5.8  (42%) 3.4  (8.8%) 16.4 (9.7%)
5 4.5  (18%) 4.5  (13%) 16.2 (9.5%)
6  2.7  (8.3%) 3.4  (12%) 15.2 (9.5%)
7 10.7 (12%) 11.1 (9.2%) 8.8  (8.0%)
8 7.9  (5.3%) 10.7 (8.9%) 5.8  (7.1%)
9 7.4  (3.9%) 13.7  (11%) 3.0  (5.3%)



PICTURE  AND SPECS OF THE
BP-COIL MANDREL

Material: G-10

Height: 15 cm

Diameter: 8 cm

Target 
# turns (N): 2 × 500

Estimated NA: 5 m2

Winding
wire size: 30 AWG

Estimated
L / R0 time: 1.7 µs



BP-COIL WINDING TOOLS

Simple winding scheme:

•   Two parallel shafts to 
     support the wire core 
     and the mandrel

•   Rotation powered by a 
     multi-speed drill

•   Number of turns counted
     by a typical counter 
     meshed to the mandrel 
     shaft via spur gears  



SAMPLE PLASMA SHAPE ALONG
WITH ITS PRESSURE PROFILE

PLASMA PRESSURE PROFILE
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•  Pedge = 1Pa
•  Rpeak = 0.85m
•  g = 5/3



MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
LDX

ä Internal floating coil provides the poloidal
magnetic field

ä No toroidal magnetic field (i.e. no poloidal
current)

ä Large D.C. poloidal field
ä High β ~ 0.5

ä Plasma pressure governed by adiabaticity



CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE
PLANS FOR THE MAGNETICS

ä Preliminary calculations with
regard to expected field values
and such completed

ä Equilibrium fitting code nearly
completed

ä Necessary detector components
and electronics purchased

ä Bp-coil mandrels machined and
ready to be wound

ä Integrator and amplifier circuits
built and tested

ä Implement more pressure
models into the equilibrium
code and determine which one
is the optimal

ä Install and calibrate the
diagnostics

ä Interface the data acquisition
system with the diagnostics

ä Start measuring some plasma!

  What has been done?         What needs to be done?



HELMHOLTZ COIL PAIR FOR
PLASMA SHAPING

      u  A Helmholtz coil pair will be used in LDX for shaping 
and sizing the plasma:

Helmholtz off Helmholtz on at 80 kA turns



HELMHOLTZ COIL DESIGN AND
SPECIFICATIONS

•   Conductor material: Cu

•   Conductor size: 00 AWG (d = 0.3648’’)

•   Winding radius: 2.35 m

•   Number of turns: 16

•   Maximum current: 5 kA

•   Maximum voltage: 256 V

  



HELMHOLTZ COIL DESIGN AND
SPECIFICATIONS (cont’d)

•   Maximum field: 345 G

•   Expected conductor
     temperature rise: 30 °C 

•   L / R time constant: 0.085 sec

•   Operation time: 3 sec

•   Coil connection: Series

•   Total weight: ≈ 300 kg



HELMHOLTZ COIL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

The design of the Helmholtz coil is very much dependent on the power supplies 
we have available.  Specifically, the power supply imposes several constraints on
the coil’s specifications:

VOLTAGE VS. NUMBER OF TURNS
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The voltage graph is plotted for three different conductor sizes (1, 0, 00 AWG).  
It is clear that given the maximum voltage and current that an available power 
supply can handle, the number of coil turns is constrained to be in an interval 
Nmin < N < Nmax, where Nmax depends on the conductor size used.   



HELMHOLTZ COIL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS (cont’d)

Once the allowable N values and conductor sizes are determined, we need to choose
the N and conductor size that have reasonable temperature rise and L / R values:

TEMPERATURE RISE VS. NUMBER OF TURNS
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The temperature rise may not exceed the temperature rating of the insulator material, 
and the L / R time should be much less than the operating time scale ~ 1 sec.  With 
these further constraints, the right N and conductor size can be finally chosen.


